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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

China has now surpassed the United States as the leading source of watch Web site traffic, but a new study finds that
luxury brands have not prepared.

According to Digital Luxury Group's WorldWatchReport Benchmark, on watch manufacturers' Web sites, load times
in China are up to three times longer than those in the U.S. China is the leading market in digital platforms, making a
significant impact in the watch sector as the U.S. sees a dip in site traffic.

"The destiny of the Swiss watch industry is now tied to Asia, and China specifically," said David Sadigh, CEO and
founder of DLG, New York. "Global watch brands that do not manage to generate desirability in China will find it
hard to sustain their businesses in the long run."

The WorldWatchReport Benchmark analyzed more than 120 million site visits on timepiece brands' digital
platforms. The analysis looked at bounce rate, product traffic, organic search, advertising traffic, mobile, time on
site sessions and percent of store locators.

Watching China's growth
Luxury brands need to understand the impact that Chinese consumers have on the watch sector. These marketers
must increase their site capabilities and embrace WeChat as the complex and complete ecosystem that it is .

"WeChat is impactful for brands as it educates audiences about a brand's story and products," said Pablo Mauron,
managing director and partner at DLG China. "It also offers the ability to support customer experiences from an
early stage up until the point of online or offline acquisition.

"This makes WeChat an integral part of a brand's ecosystem," he said.

Watchmakers' offerings in China are extremely limited with only 44 percent of timepiece marketers including a store
locator with map integration, a concept that consumers have come to expect.
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Site traffic chart. Image credit: DLG.

The average load time in the U.S. for these brand's digital sites is five seconds, whereas in China that load time
jumps to 15 seconds.

Traffic on watch brands' sites from China saw a jump of 35 percent within the last year, beating out Japan, Hong
Kong and the entire world combined.

Worldwide traffic only saw a 9 percent growth rate, while Japan and Hong Kong grew by 28 and 25 percent,
respectively. The U.S. only saw a 1 percent rise in visits.

Swiss watch exports. Image credit: DLG.

The primary driver for traffic in China is advertising. The report notes that the country has the highest advertising
exposure in the world.

Digital initiatives
Watch brands are embracing digital in a multitude of ways.

For instance, Swiss watchmaker Patek Philippe finally took on a strategy that many luxury brands have been forced
to adopt ahead of Baselworld.

Starting on March 18, Patek Philippe debuted its Instagram account, which was a shock to many fans as the brand
has largely been absent from social media. The launch is a part of the brand's digital revitalization, as more luxury
marketers are forced to take on the digital and social worlds they previously strived to avoid (see more).

Online fashion retailer Mr Porter worked with French jeweler Cartier to launch a curated collection of watches on Mr
Porter's online shop.

The collection focuses on several versions of the popular Santos de Cartier watch along with an exclusive strap
available only through Mr Porter. The collaboration between the two marks Mr Porter's, and by extension, its parent
company Yoox Net-A-Porter's, further ingratiation into the world of online luxury sales (see more).
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"The WorldWatchReport Benchmark confirms China has become the number one battleground with its ever growing
digital investments," DLG's Mr. Mauron said. "However, beyond impressions and clicks, ability to drive user
engagement will be key to become the leading brand locally."
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